Pan-Eastern-Mediterranean Conference on Land-Seascape

A conference to allow the sharing of knowledge and best experiences between EU Member States and Non-EU Countries of the Eastern shore of the Mediterranean. An event to consider the dimensions of landscape and seascape in the region and their interactions with other uses in Maritime Spatial Planning and Integrated Coastal Zone Management. The event will be live streamed on YouTube: www.youtube.com/channel/UChPvBu25ukuIJv8NnNnP2Yw

PROGRAM

9:30 - Host Greetings
Patrizia Falcinelli Italian Ambassador in Greece
Emanuele Papi Director of the Italian Archaeological School of Athens
Efthimios Batogiannis General Secretary of Spatial Planning and Urban Environment, Hellenic Ministry of the Environment and Energy

Landscape: a Maritime Perspective
Maguelonne Dejeant-Pons Executive Secretary of the Council of Europe Landscape Convention

MSP in the EU Mediterranean
Pierpaolo Campostrini Director of CORILA and Project Coordinator: Overview of MSPMED actions, goals of the event.

Stella-Sofia Kyvelou East Med MSP focal point: Overview of EU Member States advancement in MSP and Landscape integration into plans

MSP, Marine Management and Strategies in Non-EU countries
Michele Quisada Silver IOC-UNESCO: Overview and findings of the MSP Global Initiative

Marina Martovic PAP-RAC: Eastern Overview, also with regard to the coastline and ICZM

11:00 - Coffee Break

11:30 - Land and Seascape: a preliminary reflection on cultural heritage in Maritime Spatial Planning
Francesco Musco University Iuav of Venice: Head of Research: Planning for Land and Seascape: an introduction

Harry Coccossis University of Thessaly: Landscape diversity in Maritime Spatial Planning in Greece
Rocco Rosario Tramutola Italian Ministry of Culture, Head of Landscape Protection: Italian perspective on Landscape

Topic 1: Values of Landscape and Cultural Heritage
Evgenia Lagiou Hellenic Ministry of the Environment and Energy: Land-Seascape and Cultural Heritage in Spatial Planning in Greece
Vera Noon Marine Planners-Acteon: A perspective from Lebanon

Vesna Marohnić Kuzmanović Head of Service for Strategy and other Spatial Planning Documents of State Level: The Croatian approach to landscape and MSP

13:00 - Lunch Break

14:15 - Topic 2: From land to sea and From sea to land
Rotem Trivizki Tel-Aviv Municipality: Coastal cities heritage and development
Ebitn Tavcar Head of the Institute for the Protection of Cultural Heritage of Slovenia (Piran unit): Slovenian expertise on coastal landscape

Topic 3: From sea to sea: new opportunities
Barbara Daviddé Head of Italian National Superintendence for Underwater Cultural Heritage: Marine cultural heritage and cultural uses

Dimitrios Kourkoumelis -Rodostamos Deputy Director of the Ephorate of Underwater Antiquities, Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Sports: Legal frame and perspectives for the protection and the accessibility of the underwater cultural heritage in Greece

Popi Chrysostomou Department of Antiquities, Ministry of Transport, Communications and Works, Republic of Cyprus: Seascape and Maritime Cultural Heritage in Cyprus

Emiliano Ramieri Research Manager at Italian National Research Center: Multi-uses across land and sea

15:15 - Open Discussion moderated by Harry Coccossis (UTH), supported by Folco Soffietti and Fabio Carella (IUAV)

Discussants: Evgenia Lagiou (YPEN), Elena Lalou (YPEN), Anna Spyropoulou (YPEN), D. Kourkoumelis-Rodostamos (HMCS), Barbara Daviddé (MIC), E. Asprougerakas (UTH), Rocco Rosario Tramutola (MIC), Isabella Fera (MIC), Serena Bisogno (MIC), Slavko Mezek (RRC KOPER), Pierpaolo Campoftrini (CORILA), Madsalena Bassani (IUAV), Denis Marango (IUAV), Miclo Versori Monaco (IUAV), Anna Marson (IUAV), Hadi El Hage (IUAV).

17:30 - Farewell Greetings and final remarks
Eleni Hatziyanni European Commission, DG Mare

Francesco Musco University Iuav of Venice

For more info: msp@iuav.it